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Invoking the
Sacred

Activate Your
Intention

Open to Receive

What is the Crystalline Grid?
Intentions for this Process:
➢ Connection to the Grid
➢ Gentle and Easy Learning
➢ Mastery over identifying Money blocks and moving them
➢ Get to know Our Inner Feminine Money Goddess
➢ Deepen our personal relationship with Money
➢ Increased Financial Flow

Crystalline Grid Activation

Section 2
➢ Identifying Money blocks and moving them
➢ Looking at what is blocking our flow

➢ Money History
➢ Getting to Know Your Personal Feminine Money Goddess.
➢ Deepening our Relationship with Money

Check In:
How was your
week of
Surrender?

Clarification of Steps 1-3
• Everything that is happening right now
means you are right on target!
• The first three steps keep you focused
on the path forward! This is why you
need to do them everyday.
• They will go faster and get easier the
more you do them.
• Simply stated they are:
• What am I supposed to be learning
right now?
• What do I want?
• Why don’t I believe I can have it?

As you continue to do the process, you may get to the point where you
(mistakenly) think that you have worked through everything. You have
reviewed all your stories and there is nothing left to clear. If you get to
this point, here are some prompts adapted from Barbara Stanny’s book
Sacred Success, that can help you dig deeper…
• What are the rules you have been living by? Where did they come
from? Which ones served you? Which ones don’t? Which of these
rules need breaking?
• If you asked my father about me achieving greatness, he’d say…
• If you asked my father what he thought about money, he’d say…
• If you asked my mother about me achieving greatness, she’d say…
• If you asked my mother what he thought about money, she’d say…
• If I manifest a money miracle, I worry I will…
• I want to manifest money, but…
• To me, drawing in more money means I have to…
• What terrifies me about money is…
• What excites me about money is…
(I have included a handout on the classroom page with these and
more!)

STEP 4: FORGIVE OTHERS AND FORGIVE YOURSELF

“Miracles are everyone’s right, but purification is necessary
first.” –A Course in Miracles
As you are going through the list of all the reasons why you
should not have what you desire, you, no doubt have come
across memories of events that have caused you to feel this
way. Maybe you grew up poor. Or there was codependency or alcoholism, or abuse, or negativity, or food
addictions, or….I could go on, but you get the idea. These
stories usually involve other people. In order to get this
mindset totally out of your system, the first step is to make
peace with those who helped you embrace these faulty
beliefs. Then you need to make peace with yourself, holding
them so long and making yourself miserable in the process.

EFT & Hoʻoponopono – The Magic Keys to freedom!
First of all, let me say that I was introduced to both of these practices many
years ago. Apparently, they were too powerful for me because I picked them
up and put them right back down. Several times! For whatever reason, they
did not resonate with me. I realize now that I wasn’t ready for them. I wasn’t
ready for the kind of shifts they were going to bring on…what I would have to
give up…The literal physical changes that would have to take place in my life.
My ego self still had a lot of attachment to those belief systems we uncovered.
Even though consciously, I didn’t want them and knew they weren’t true,
subconsciously, they had a very deep foothold. They were keeping some very
big FEARS at bay. FEARS I wasn’t ready to face.

But remember that part about “getting hungry?” When you are
hungry…desperate…you will do just about anything to change your situation.
In that position, that place of SURRENDER, Spirit can truly work with you.
When I finally found myself there, these tools suddenly lit up for me and I was
able to see their value very quickly. Below are explanations and “how-to’s for
both. I recommend that you take all the items on your list of why you don’t
deserve what you want and do both techniques with them. Do the
Hoʻoponopono for both other people and yourself. Then any place you find
that you have been harboring a false belief, thinking ill of yourself, or making
bad choices, use EFT to “tap” it out.

Hoʻoponopono
“Miracles are natural signs of forgiveness.
Through miracles you accept Divine forgiveness
by extending it to others.” -A Course in Miracles
Hoʻoponopono is a Hawaiian practice of
reconciliation and forgiveness. The Hawaiian
word translates into English simply as correction,
with the synonyms manage or supervise, and
the antonym careless. This practice has its roots
in the Huna tradition. It has been made popular
among healing circles because of the powerful
transformation it can create.

One of the stories that really has brought it
attention is offered here with excerpts from Joe
Vitale:
It is the story of a therapist in Hawaii who cured a
complete ward of criminally insane patients –
without ever seeing any of them. The psychologist
would study an inmate's chart and then look
within himself to see how he created that person's
illness. As he improved himself, the patient
improved. His name is Dr. Ihaleakala Hew Len. He
worked at Hawaii State Hospital for four years. The
ward where they kept the criminally insane was
dangerous. Psychologists quit on a monthly basis.
The staff called in sick a lot or simply quit. People
would walk through that ward with their backs
against the wall, afraid of being attacked by
patients. It was not a pleasant place to live, work, or
visit.

Dr. Len never saw patients. He agreed to have an office and to review their files. While he looked at those files, he would work
on himself by using the technique described below. As he worked on himself, patients began to heal.
After a few months, patients that had to be shackled were being allowed to walk freely. Others who had to be heavily
medicated were getting off their medications. And those who had no chance of ever being released were being freed.
Not only that, but the staff began to enjoy coming to work. Absenteeism and turnover disappeared. They ended up with more
staff than they needed because patients were being released, and all the staff was showing up to work."
Dr. Len believed that he was healing these individual by simply healing the part of himself that created them. He explains that
total responsibility for your life means that everything in your life – simply because it is in your life – is your responsibility. In
a literal sense the entire world is your creation.
“A miracle is a service. It is the maximal service you can render to another. It is a way of loving your neighbor as yourself.
You recognize your own and your neighbor’s worth simultaneously.” -A Course in Miracles
I know this is tough to grasp, let alone accept or actually live. Blame is far easier than total responsibility, for Dr. Len, healing
for him and in Hoʻoponopono means loving yourself. If you want to improve your life, you have to heal your life. If you want to
cure anyone – even a mentally ill criminal – you do it by healing you.
Turns out that loving yourself is the greatest way to improve yourself. And as you improve yourself, you improve your world.
“Let me give you a quick example of how this works: One day, someone sent me an email that upset me. In the past I would
have handled it by working on my emotional hot buttons or by trying to reason with the person who sent the nasty message.
This time, I decided to try Dr. Len's method. I kept silently saying, "I'm sorry" and "I love you." I didn't say it to anyone in
particular. I was simply evoking the spirit of love to heal within me what was creating the outer circumstance.
Within an hour I got an e-mail from the same person. He apologized for his previous message. Keep in mind that I didn't take
any outward action to get that apology. I didn't even write him back. Yet, by saying "I love you," I somehow healed within me
what was creating him.

In short, Dr. Len says there is no “out there.” It would take a whole
book to explain this advanced technique with the depth it deserves.
Suffice it to say that whenever you want to improve anything in
your life, there's only one place to look: inside you.
And when you look, do it with love.”
Here’s the process:
Whenever a place for healing presents itself in your life, open to the
place where the hurt resides within you. After identifying this place,
with as much feeling as you can, say the below four statements:
•
•
•
•

I’m sorry
Please forgive me.
Thank you
I Love you

This process is greatly enhanced when you write it down as
if you are having a conversation with the other person. For
instance:
“Mom, I am sorry that you had to grow up in poverty and
had to experience so much fear from not having a mom all
your life. Please forgive me for judging you and the way you
raised me because you never had a healthy example of a
parent. Thank you for all you gave me and how hard you
worked to support me and give me life experience that has
made me the person I am. I love you.”
When you do this, its like emotional surgery. You can literally
feel the shift inside of you. Things start to untangle. Things
begin to move. Then the next step is to move the energy and
retrain the negative thought patterns with EFT: Emotional
Freedom Technique.

EFT: Emotional Freedom Technique

Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT) is a
revolutionary treatment method that offers healing
from physical and emotional pain and disease.
Without the use of needles, this form of
acupuncture uses the fingertips to stimulate energy
points on the body. Developed by Gary Craig, this is
an easily mastered technique that can be performed
virtually anywhere. This treatment sprang from the
idea that, "The cause of all negative emotions is a
disruption in the body's energy system.“
TAPPING GIVES YOU THE POWER TO HEAL
YOURSELF, PUTTING THE CONTROL OVER YOUR
DESTINY BACK INTO YOUR OWN HANDS.

The practice consists of tapping with your
fingertips on specific meridian points while
talking through traumatic memories and a wide
range of emotions. Meridian points are certain
points that can be mapped throughout the
body. Energy circulates through your body
along this specific network of channels. You can
tap into this energy at any point along the
system.
All negative emotions are felt through a
disruption of the body’s energy. The body, like
everything in the universe, is composed of
energy. Restore balance to the body’s energy,
and you will mend the negative emotions and
physical symptoms that stem from the energy
disruption. Tapping restores the body’s energy
balance, and negative emotions are conquered.

How does it work?

The basic technique requires you to focus on the negative emotion at hand: a fear or anxiety, a bad
memory, an unresolved problem, or anything that’s bothering you. While maintaining your mental focus
on this issue, use your fingertips to tap 5-7 times each on 9 of the body’s meridian points. Tapping on
these meridian points – while concentrating on accepting and resolving the negative emotion – will
access your body’s energy, restoring it to a balanced state.

According to Dr. Dawson Church, “Acupoint tapping sends signals directly to the stress centers of the
mid-brain, not mediated by the frontal lobes (the thinking part, active in talk therapy).” Because EFT
simultaneously accesses stress on physical and emotional levels, he adds, “EFT gives you the best of both
worlds, body and mind.” In fact, it’s EFT’s ability to access the amygdala, an almond-shaped part of your
brain that initiates your body’s negative reaction to fear, a process we often refer to as the “fight or
flight” response, that makes it so powerful.
Think of your amygdala as a personal alarm system. When you experience trauma or fear, the amygdala
is triggered and your body is flooded with cortisol, commonly known as the “stress hormone.” This
intricate chain reaction – your stress response – significantly influences and sometimes even causes
whatever it is that troubles you, whether that’s an illness, injury, emotion, or even an external problem
such as an issue with a friendship.

So this literally allows us to REPROGRAM our brains! Consider, the girl in the
Hoʻoponopono example:
This was a girl who grew up in a home where the parents grew up in the depression.
Her mother’s mother died of a stroke when her mother was two. There was a lot of
“lack consciousness” in this home. I am sure many of you can relate. So as this girl
grew up, every time she would experience a “lack situation” she would be flooded
with feelings: frustration, anger, guilt, shame, all of it…These were not all her
emotions. They were ones she learned and inherited from her family of origin, as well
as her own, usually over choices she had made that had resulted in less than
favorable outcomes…habits she had also inherited. These emotions would lead her to
thoughts of self-loathing, which she would immediately cover up with the addiction of
choice, be it food, alcohol, rage, blame, anger at others, judgement, gossip, sleep, tv
binging….etc. Then this emotion and thoughtform would be buried and embedded in
her system until the next time it was reinforced. And so goes our cycle. Right?
But now consider that instead of repeating the cycle endlessly, we disrupt it with
Hoʻoponopono. Then, instead of the self-depreciating thoughts, she reprograms
those with the phrase, “Even though I have made poor money decisions, I deeply love
and completely accept myself,” or something like that. This will literally move the
toxic energy our of the body via our energy meridian AND reprogram the mind with a
new thought of love and acceptance. THIS IS THE WAY WE MOVE ENERGY! THIS IS
THE WAY WE WORK MIRACLES!

So, I know that some of you will experience resistance when you try both of
these. I highly encourage you to do your best to push forward and try the
techniques for a day or two at least, to see if you can move the resistance. You
can even do an EFT session for the resistance itself. “Even though I am
experiencing resistance to the EFT process, I deeply love and completely accept
myself.” Our goal will be to get ourselves so clear that we can do the whole
process as part of a short morning practice to keep ourselves clear on any issue
we are up against. Remember, every place we feel stuck is a call for a miracle.
This is the practical way we begin to create them in our own lives and in our
world.
So we are going to walk through this process together!
Right now, pick something that you have come up with in your work this week:
A memory from childhood, a habit, anything that is at the top that you want to
release. First lets journal our process of Hoʻoponopono:
•
•
•
•

I’m sorry
Please forgive me.
Thank you
I Love you

lings come up… choose one and process

Spend this week in
forgiveness…

Goddess Teachings ~ Money Teachings –
LOST!

Money’s Original Origin is Divine…
Early in human history, before Goddess worship was
demonized…
“…The sun and moon were not representatives of gods, but
gods themselves. The lunar goddess and the sun god lived
within the moon and the sun, not as separate entities, but as
integrated spirits. Gold and silver metals were understood to be
extensions of the spirits of the celestial divinities…Because of
the sacred origin of gold and silver, these metals were initially
used only in tribute to the gods.” As time went on coins began
to replace grain as a means of exchange. But “money, still
wholly sacred, became the connecting bridge between the
spiritual and the material world.”
During this time, the world and material goods flourished. The
belief of “money as the link between Heaven and Earth lasted
well into the Roman period.”

Something to Ponder…
When the coins were about to be stolen from the
temple, these folks weren’t worried that their bank
was about to be robbed. They weren’t concerned
for their material welfare. They were afraid that
their connection to the Goddess was about to be
taken. That tangible, physical evidence of their
connection to the Divine was about to be usurped.
As long as that connection was stable—their life
prospered, their material needs were met (not by
the exchange of these coins), nature stayed in
balance. They didn’t need to hoard the coins or
stockpile them. Rather they needed to be in right
relationship with Who they represented. They were
a vibrational reminder of that connection.

Assignment 2: Get your hands on a piece of real Silver or Gold. Put it on Your Altar!

Get to know Your Inner Money Goddess!
The ENERGY you hold around money is directly related to your Inner
Feminine Energy. This holds true whether you are male or female.

This energy is hugely influenced and can be understood through
knowing the impact that Venus has in your birth chart. Whatever
Archetypal Energy Venus was holding at the time of your Birth is a big
indicator in how you relate to money.

David

David

Dives Deep
Can Move into Deep Dark Water
Shaman who knows how to move in non ordinary reality
Once they have done their own work they carry the medicine
of helping others through dark places such as the dark night
of the soul or transitioning to death
Can navigate on the Edges
and in Shadows
Uncovers what is hidden
Often understands the
Death Mysteries
can be a great hospice worker
May deal with depression
or addiction until it learns to channel
the energy effectively

Chelsi

Most expanded Fire archetype.
Highly consumptive - needs
a lot of fuel.
Loves discovering and exploring new territory. Quests for
spirit, knowledge, exploration, and growth.
Needs freedom to move
or go at any time.
May need or want very little in
the way of earthy possessions.
Make good teachers, philosophers, researchers, explorers,
free spirits, travel guides, field photographers, almost any
work in the travel industry. They are willing to travel around
the world to do their work.

Lisa

I teach the value of radiance. I use the key of self-love
to turn up my light and the brighter I radiate the more
I inspire others.
I am a natural leader, performer, star, director, and
celebrity. I am self-confident, dramatic, regal,
openhearted, generous, creative, expansive, powerful,
and outgoing. I love to be center-stage, a leading
player, celebrating and sharing my zest for life."
Radiant Leadership
Willing to be seen
& be center stage
Center in Self-love
Those with pure Leo make wonderful leaders, movie
stars, actors, directors, public speakers, facilitators,
presenters, trainers, anything where being center
stage is an asset.
Leo’s are often big hearted, generous, and loving. Tend
to enjoy children and sometimes baby cats...

Kristina

I teach the meaning of individuation. I am active, high
spirited, and energetic. I love excitement, adventure, play,
and competition. As a sacred warrior, I will fight to defend my
beliefs and protect what I value in life.
First of the archetypes
In its Pure Essence
Likes to go first
Likes to win
Risk Taker
Likes adrenaline.
Can be all about “ME”
Tendency toward Black & White thinking
“I am right - They are wrong”
Their capacity to defend in a situation can turn into defensive
posturing. I

Juli

• I teach the importance of a compassionate heart. I feel
the grief and suffering of humanity and respond with a
loving caring heart that heals.
• I am deeply spiritual, intuitive, and psychic. I serve the
world by dreaming the visions of a peaceful planet and
selflessly helping others to create a better life. I
completely merge with humanity and the Divine.
• As the third expression of the element of Water it is
how you interact with it in the largest perspective, the
collective.
• One of 4 giver signs others Cancer, Capricorn, Virgo

• This is the energy of the compassion heart of Buddha,
or Christed being, a Bodhisattva.
• Primary Focus: Selfless Service
• Mother Teresa type of energy

•
• Care taking has to be mindful of codependence or
service worker burnout
• May be very dedicated to their spiritual life.

• Poet’s soul.

Jodie

• I teach the value of structure and form. I am the
administrator, the mature and wise one, the disciplined
teacher, the hard working leader, the good provider,
and the practical businessperson. I am ambitious,
responsible, effective, efficient, and goal oriented as I
bring new structures in to earthly form. I create
organizations and systems designed to last and support
the generations to come.
• Wise ones, Grandmothers and grandfathers, Prime
Minister energy
• Tribal elder, Matriarch, Counselor

• Know rules and knows when rules are changing to
accommodate the natural evolution of life and help
write new operating manual.
• Responsible command of domain

•

Brings spirit into matter to manage and
administer it

• Lawgivers and makers
• Responsible

• Holds it all together for the tribe

Kathy

I teach the value of enjoying the earthly realm of matter. I delight
in all that looks beautiful, tastes delicious, and feels pleasurable. I
love receiving all the exquisite things and gratifications the
physical realm has to offer. I also know how take solid steps to
fulfill my desires for possessions, wealth, and security. I connect to
the divine when I savor and enjoy intimacy through the body and
senses.
Taurus is in an intimate relationship with the physical realm
Loves receiving - Loves pleasures of the senses

Often enjoys doing things with their hands or bodies such as:
planting, building, giving massages, dancing, & body building.
Moves through life in Taurus Time
Sensual lovers of life Savors each moment
Know how to be in the moment & comfortable in the body
Loves its first-hand experience of the beauty & pleasure of the
earthly realm.

Journal
with your
Inner
Money
Goddess!

Integrate

Module 2 Homework
➢ Do steps 1-4 everyday
➢ Clear at least 1 thing everyday
➢ Get a Silver Dollar and put it
on your altar.
➢ Stay out of contraction…pay
attention.
➢ Keep your vibe high.
➢ Keep tracking your income!
➢ Journal with your Inner
Money Goddess

Next Week: Section 3

